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Logic Programming (LP) is a growing field in the agents programming
community. When faced with the task of representing a problem with
logic rules, it is crucial that the formalism used allows for an intuitive
way of expressing the problem: OCLP provides a direct representation
of choices and preference. Following the work of [De Vos 2001] in the
creation of OCLP, we analyse how this formalism can be used and imple-
mented to represent reasoning capabilities in an Intelligent Agent System.
In order to aid in the development of such multi-agent system (MAS),
a bridge is needed between an answer set solver and an agent platform.
Motivated by this, TOADs (Tractable OCLP Agent Definitions) is de-
signed and developed. TOADs is intended to be a framework for the
creation of OCLP-minded agents and multi-agents systems. The scope
of the project is extended and a GUI is provided to help supervise and
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Logic Programming, as opposed to procedural programming, gives a direct way of
expressing both data and relations between pieces of data. The main drawback of
Logic Programming when used to define the reasoning capabilities of an Intelligent
Agent is, however, its lack of expressive power. Often, a logic program requires too
many rules to represent a relation which is simple when expressed in natural language.
Sentences like I ought to choose between moving the king, the queen or the rook or
ideas like A decision involving my survival is more important than a decision about
this game of chess are very difficult, if at all possible, to express.
The Ordered Choice Logic Programming formalism’s syntax can express these
two kinds of notions (choice and preference). This means that an Intelligent Agent
whose reasoning capabilities are defined by an OCLP program can be easily built and
maintained.
This is of particular importance in agent programming, allowing for an agent’s
goals and sub-goals to be explicitly defined by preference relations. Furthermore by
interchanging information a simple way of argumentation can be simulated, whereby
the agents review their beliefs based on other agents’ beliefs and aim to reach a
general consensus. Negotiating agents may benefit from this, for example if several
departments in a University need to decide upon the room allocation; supposing each
department is represented by an agent, in this case choice logic would allow for notions
like a certain room cannot be used by two lecturers at the same time and preference,
ideas like the Computer Science Department prefers to have the University Hall at
their disposal on Wednesdays rather than Fridays.
However, the resulting framework is quite complex and difficult to manage from
a programming point of view; therefore a tool is needed to help in both the develop-
ment and supervision of such multi-agent systems. TOADs (Tractable OCLP Agent
Definitions) is designed with these requirements in mind and it will provide a suit-
able data structure, the JADE agent definitions for such agents, a GUI to supervise
a running MAS and several services to reuse this architecture, including an interface
with the answer ser solver OCT.
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As explained by [De Vos 2001], agents specified in this way can interact with each
other by sharing their beliefs (the answer sets of their OCLP program) and updating
their program upon this incoming information, so as to increase their knowledge
about the world. Systems of this kind can have very interesting properties (for one,
they represent the evolution of knowledge bases till a general consensus is achieved)
including, as stated by [De Vos 2001] and exemplified in chapter 7, the fact that
one can map extensive games to a system of this kind and when the system becomes
stable, the Answer Sets for each agent correspond to the Nash Equilibria of the game.
To aid in the development of these OCLPAS (OCLP Agent Systems), a tool is
needed. Fundamentally, an interface is needed between some agent development
framework and an answer set solver; but also an ontology is needed for the grounding
of notions like “rule” or “OCLP program” and also a protocol for the interaction
between OCLP agents. The second and main aim of this project is to develop these
definitions, packaged in an application named TOADs. As a part of this package we
intend to include a simple GUI agent, and the option of running OCLP agents in a
retained mode (waiting for orders before doing anything) awaiting orders from the
user (through the GUI agent). The motivation for this is that distributed systems
are usually difficult to supervise or debug, even more so if they include declarative
programs.
Logic Programming, OCLP, multi-agents systems, an MAS platform and an OCLP
answer set solver are introduced in Chapter 2.
In Chapters 4 and 5 the development of TOADs is presented. Chapter 6 illustrates
the use of TOADs.





2.1 Description of this chapter
The literature review is organized as follows:
In Section 2 multi-agent systems are introduced, their general characteristics, among
them beliefs, as a motivation for the use of logic programming.
In Section 3, several logic programming formalisms are mentioned along with some
applications in multi-agent systems.
Section 4 gives a detailed description of OCLP, its application to MAS, related work
and examples.
In section 5, JADE is discussed, providing a general overview and the relevant features
for this project are analysed in more detail, identifying their utility in solving the needs
of a multi-agent system composed of OCLP agents. Section 6 quickly mentions OCT
and OCT input structure.
2.2 Multi-agent systems
A multi-agent system (MAS) is a collection of interacting organisms in an environ-
ment. Viewing a system as a multi-agent system is a matter of organisational per-
spective: they are a consequence of autonomy assumption and interaction. These are
not strong assumptions, so, for example: specialization and task distribution, free
market or a football match can be viewed as multi-agent systems. In any of those we
are in the presence of autonomous entities pursuing a goal, in collaboration, competi-
tion, or any other level of interaction. By running a virtual MAS we can analyze the
emerging properties of the system overall, both with the purpose of simulating their
real counterparts and designing distributed solutions where centralized applications
are not appropriate, excessively complicated or just not practical.
For example, if one wants to create a program that acts as the artificial intel-
ligence for a game of virtual football, a classical centralised solution would be to
program the manager’s mind and where players would be dummy terminals which
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carry out orders. A program of this shape would have to process variables for twelve
terminals and the algorithm would tend to be intricate and probably unintelligible.
A distributed MAS solution would be to program each player as an agent, with a
collection of common behaviours (for example everyone would have a doNotScore-
OwnGoal behaviour, but a defense will have a keepCloseToAnAdversary behaviour
while a forward will have a findAClearSpot behaviour). Under this organization, the
program is easier to understand for a human being, hence easier to analyse, debug
and adapt.
However, according to [Wooldridge 2002], in the field of computer science, dis-
tributed platforms of autonomous interacting processes (agents) were only introduced
very recently (in the 1980’s) and gained more attention only after 1990.
The idea behind agents is that of creating a new upper level of abstraction to
reason about a computing machine, often catalogued on top of the object abstraction.
The motivation for this is the need to model complex behaviour and to introduce
characteristics for objects which describe this complexity in a more abstract level,
allowing humans to reason and communicate with each other ideas about it.
Among these new characteristics we highlight: autonomy, intention, activity, in-
telligence.
Autonomy is the only property accepted in every context, it states that an agent
performs whatever operation on her own and only interacts with other processes by
data interchange; a system where two components effectively share the process control
should therefore be modeled as a single agent.
Intention or intentional instance is an abstraction tool which enables us to talk
about an agent’s goals. This is a major philosophical step as it liberates computer
programs from human tyranny, allowing agents to reject a request. It is possible to
have two or more programs which balance their actions to favour each others’ goals,
but again these should be modelled as a single agent.
Activity reflects the capability of an agent to begin an interaction of some sort;
in human terms could be called initiative; depending on what triggers the action,
we have pro-active, re-active and hybrid behaviours. While being a feature of many
agents, purely reactive agents who merely communicate are perfectly valid.
Intelligence is a delicate concept to discuss. Whichever kind of intelligence (emo-
tional, religious, rational...) is to be modelled, an agent is supposed to follow its rules
towards the achievement of the agent’s goals. Of particular interest for this project
are rational agents, which follow logical methodological deductive rules formalised
in several ways: functional programming, procedural programming, declarative pro-
gramming. We focus on the latter and its logic programming instance.
A general definition of agent
Agents can be defined as a set of states S, possible actions A, perceptive images or
percepts (Per) and an inner function f : PxS → AxS which maps the pair (percept,
current state) to the pair (action to perform, new state). This definition is rather
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general: components are very flexible ideas, no significant is given and in particular
the function f sees no constraints.
2.2.1 The environment
A generally accepted assumption is that percepts depend on some environmental
state, which changes over time. This change is forced to be modelled as discrete, which
is not a problem since any continuous environment can be modeled as discrete with
arbitrary level of accuracy [Wooldridge 2002]. Furthermore it is sometimes interesting
to analyze systems where the environment changes deterministically allowing to talk
about an environment state update function.
2.2.2 Actions
The means by which an agent expects to achieve his goals, actions are again a fairly
general idea. Therefore, in general terms, an action can be defined as the process
which modifies the environment in some way; an action thus potentially modifies the
way the agent or other agents perceive the environment.
In the hope of identifying similarities with human beings and society, it is often
clarifying to distinguish between physical actions (e.g. a robot moving around) and
communication (e.g. a robot sending some signal). However, these are wrapped to-
gether by Speech Act Theory [Searl 1969]. This theory sustains that elocution (the
act of speaking) is an intentional act (an action), proposing that intentions must be
known in order to capture the fundamental information of a message. Speech act
theory has been well accepted and used in agent programming since it is consistent
with the intentional view of agents and since it prescribes a general classification for
messages (according to intention); this classification is being used by some implemen-
tations of communication protocols including the one studied in this project (FIPA
ACL Communication) [Vidal 2003].
2.2.3 Goals
Following the general architecture given above, goals would be encoded in the func-
tion f, since the agent’s conditioning instinct is that of believing his goals will be
achieved by following the rules which define f. Pro-active agents are programmed
with explicitly determined goals. A standard way of formalising goals is by means
of a utility function over the environment, matching every known state to some real
number, called utility; conventionally higher utility meaning preferred states and the
highest possible utility determines the goal. The utility function is thus defined as
u: Per → R
A goal g is a member of Per such that
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u(g) = max(Im(u))
where Im(u) stands for the image of the map u.
2.2.4 Beliefs
In the above architecture a set S of states is mentioned, this is sufficient for theoretical
purposes as it is an equivalent structure to any other computational representation of
knowledge [Turing 1936], but highly un-intuitive when modeling an intelligent agent.
One needs to subdivide the agent into various parts which may adopt several states
of their own, independently from each other.
A more complex structure is adopted in which the agent holds a set of beliefs
emphB, containing a finite number of labels, each one of which acquiring a particular
state at every point in time. For this project and generally in Logic Programming,
we restrict this idea and name labels to literals which can be in one of three states:
true, false or unknown.
In the next section, we to introduce several Logic Programming formalisms as
ways of formalising how an agent represents and reasons about beliefs.
2.3 Logic Programming
The main idea of Logic Programming (LP) is [Malpas 1987] to give a paradigm for
computation, in logic programming computation is logical deduction.
Contrary to procedural computation, where processes are described explicitly, in
logical programming what is given is the description of some objects, the rules that
relate them and some constraints to be satisfied.
It is up to the computer to find a model which is consistent with all of these. In
LP, these are sentences of one of the following forms:
rule an English interpretation
a ←− a is true
←− b b is false
c ←− a, b c is true if both a is true and b is true
Where a, b, c are atoms (irreducible expressions which can either be true or false).
Generally this set of rules is called a Logic Program, and the possible models (sets
of true and false atoms consistent with the program rules) are the answer sets. Thus,
having a logic program, we can state an arbitrary expression or expressions and the
system will be able to tell us when they are either
• consistent with some (true)
• inconsistent with all (false) answer sets
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EXAMPLE 1. The truth about spaghetti. Consider the program:
rules an English interpretation
food ←− pasta pasta is food
pasta ←− italian, quick quick italian things are pasta
quick ←− pasta pasta is quick
italian ←− pasta pasta is italian
quick ←− spaghetti spaghetti is quick (to prepare)
italian ←− spaghetti spaghetti is italian
The possible models for this program are: {spaghetti, italian, quick, pasta, food};
{¬spaghetti, italian, ¬quick, ¬pasta, food}; {¬spaghetti, ¬italian, quick, ¬pasta,
food}; {¬spaghetti, ¬italian, quick, ¬pasta, ¬food}; {¬spaghetti, italian, ¬quick,
¬pasta, ¬food}.
Hence running the logic program with the statement “food if spaghetti” (inter-
preted maybe as “spaghetti is food”) will return “true”. While running it with
“¬pasta if spaghetti” will return “false”.
Statements such as “food if spaghetti” in the previous example are called Theo-
rems, the rules in the program are called Axioms and the “running” procedure is
called Theorem proving.
A set of assumptions of the values of atoms is called an Interpretation. For exam-
ple: I = {pasta} is an interpretation. Formal definitions for these are given in Section
4.
It is often useful to represent the computation as a function of the triple (Program,
Interpretation, Theorem), but effectively this is equivalent to the pair (Program
⋃
“Interpretation as assertion”, Theorem).
When a program is run with the intention of obtaining all possible models for a
given interpretation, the outputs of this program are called answer sets. An extension
from this basic model adds quantifiers to the syntax, allowing rules of the form:
“For all pasta, italian.” Or “There exists a food, quick”. [Richardson 2003] gives
a series of algorithms to translate any first-order logic statement into clausal form, a
disjunctive list of statements of the following form:
conclusion if (condition1 and condition2 and...and conditionn)
A popular logic programming software implementing this syntax is PROLOG. An
introduction to PROLOG can be found in [Malpas 1987].
2.3.1 On other Logic formalisms
So why not just first-order logic?
In attempting to model agents there are some abstract notions we ought to define
explicitly. For example, whatever our approach is, beliefs and intentions are to be
represented in our logic. Thus, as described in [Hoek & Wooldridge 2003], we need
sentences of the form
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i - Believes - Φ
i - Wants - Φ
This, in first-order logic, could only be expressed as predicates such as Believes(i,
Φ) and Wants(i, Φ). This itself is not allowed in first-order logic, since Φ is a sentence,
not a term. Therefore we need to extend our logic and produce a new formalism to
allow this kind of statements to be expressed and handled.
In the following subsection, a description of the most relevant formalisms for agent
programming is given.
Cohen and Levesque’s Intention Logic
The original idea in Cohen and Levesque’s work [Cohen & Levesque 1990] was to
create a logic formalism to allow for manipulation of sentences expressing intention
(as in “I intend to...”). Following the requirements of an intentional agent, Cohen
and Levesque identify the following atomic expressions for their theory of intention:
Operator Meaning
(Bel i Φ) agent i believes Φ
(Goal i Φ) agent i has goal Φ
(Happens α) action α will happen next
(Done α) action α has just happened
Table 1. Atomic modalities in Cohen and Levesque’s logic.
Briefly, this formalisms adopts a [Huth & Ryan 2000] KD45 modal logic for beliefs
and a KD for goals, where goals are a subset of beliefs (i.e. an agent does not intend
to achieve something he believes impossible to). KD45 and KD are explained in detail
in [Huth & Ryan 2000].
Furthermore, this formalism adds temporal operators (Happens and Done) to
allow the system to reason about the future and whether or not it is possible to
achieve a certain goal. In developing their theory of intention, Cohen and Levesque
were trying to satisfy Bratman’s criteria [Bratman 1987] and [Bratman 1990], which
they summarize as follows:
1. Intentions pose problems for agents, who need to determine ways of achieving
them.
2. Intentions provide a filter for adopting other intentions, which must not conflict.
3. Agents track the success of their intentions, and are inclined to try again if their
attempts fail.
4. Agents believe their intentions are possible.
5. Agents do not believe they will not bring about their intentions.
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6. Under certain circumstances, agents believe they will bring about their inten-
tions.
7. Agents need not intend all the expected side effects of their intentions.
BDI logics
Belief-Desire-Intention (or BDI) logics distinguishes three main notions:
Beliefs: the knowledge that an agent has about the universe, called belief since it can
be wrong.
Desires: basically a set of feasible sets of beliefs which the agent would like to be true.
Intentions: those desires which the agent allocates resources to achieving by making
a commitment.
The motivation for this formalism is the homonym theory by Bratman [Bratman
1987], in which intentions are justified as tools for optimising the decision making
procedure: by having an intention -or, equivalently, a commitment towards a desire-
the agent can immediately discard any course of action which would render this
intention unobtainable.
The most popular implementation of BDI is Procedural Reasoning System (PRS)
[Georgeff & Lansky 1987].
While highly successful, this formalism escapes from our interests, since we attempt
to model agents which have no intentions beyond increasing their knowledge about
the universe.
Fuzzy Logics and Ambiguity
Motivated by the goal of modelling human conclusions drawn from imprecise (vague)
information, alternative ideas originated even back in ancient Greece, in particular,
as a reaction to Parmenides’ “Law of the Excluded Middle”, which mandates that
every statement has to be either true or false. Heraclites rejected this principle,
he suggested that a statement could be simultaneously true and false; this line of
thought abstracts above logics assumptions, into philosophy and beyond the scope of
this project.
However these counter-arguments against the efforts of Aristotle and philosophers
that preceded him led more recent scientist to suggest, propose and finally formalize
a multi-valued logic and fuzzy logic, the final step. In fuzzy logic, a statement has
a degree of truth represented by a real number which ranges on the interval [0,
1]. This notion is equivalent to, and indeed has its origins in, that of fuzzy sets,
originally introduced in [Zadeh 1965]; fuzzy sets intend to capture the notion of
partial membership: the relation between an element and a set is given again by a
real number between 0 and 1, where 0 stands for non-membership, 1 for complete
membership and other values represent degrees of membership.
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In the context of modelling agent reasoning capabilities, fuzzy logics present im-
mediate advantages such as a easily defined map from human behaviour. It is also
a computationally efficient solution for handling databases of knowledge of great size
and/or when relation between concepts cannot be specified with certainty.
In [Geltkin & Arslan 2002] fuzzy logic is used to help agents reason about other
agents’ and precisely to produce a internal model theory for each of them, by observing
their external behaviour.
Ambiguity was also subject of analysis in -for example- ambiguous communication
models which tend to replicate natural language with this characteristic. Under
the assumptions of truthfulness and trust, [Christof 1999] implement ambiguity in a
Kripke model [Huth & Ryan 2000] for a multi-agent system; here the only action that
takes place is communication of knowledge, which is effectively an update function.
Perhaps the most interesting application of fuzzy logic in artificial intelligence is
that of a computational substitute for human emotions. Recent studies [Belavkin
2003] postulate the importance of emotions as a critical factor in the learning process
efficiency, in turn motivated by neurological studies proving the equivalent for human
beings [Damasio 1994]. [Belavkin 2003] simulates emotion as a noise factor and shows
that high levels of noise enhance learning capabilities in early stages of the learning
process.
With this as motivation, producing an “emotional” agent becomes a clear goal.
An attempt to implement emotional behaviour by proposing a fuzzy logic model for
it is given in [El-Nasr & Yen 1998]. Evidently this formalism would prove very useful
if trying to handle very large or imprecise data, this goes beyond our intentions for
this project. However it must be acknowledged that the ability to reason about other
agents in the system, to the extent of creating a model for each other agent as in
[Geltkin & Arslan 2002], has potential use in competitive games. The uncertainty of
fuzzy logic however compels us towards refraining from adopting this model, since we
hope to extract some final piece of information (namely the evolutionary fix point).
Possibilistic logics
“Possibilistic logic is a logic of uncertainty tailored for reasoning under incomplete
evidence and partially inconsistent knowledge.” [Dubois, Lang & Prade 1994]. Pos-
sibilistic logic extends LP syntax by allowing to append a real number belonging to
[0, 1] to any statement; this number will stand for the certainty of the statement,
i.e. how precise it is to deduce it from known data, or its possibility, i.e. how non-
contradictory it is against known data. Intuitively this is closely related to fuzzy sets
and fuzzy logic. One interesting aspect of possibilistic theory is that of preference
settings for particular statements.
In the formalism adopted in this project (OCLP), preference is given explicitly
by an ordering between subprograms; in possibilistic theory this is given implicitly
by the degree of truth of a statement, where knowledge is represented by possibility
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distributions over a certain variable, containing different degrees of truth which are
compared to determine preference.
Dynamic logic programming
The fundamental feature of Dynamic Logic Programming [Alferes et al 1998] is that of
program updating. The logical program updates, in every step (or change of state),
following a second LP with generalised rules (allowing negation both in body and
head). In programming agents, DLP can be very limited if a direct representation
of belief revision is desired, since new information always overrides previous beliefs.
Another limitation of DLP is its linear evolution of states, particularly when modelling
speculative planning and reasoning about other entities’ (agents’) beliefs. This last
restriction disappears in the generalisation of DLP: Multi-dimensional Dynamic Logic
Programming (MDLP) [Leite et al 2000].
In [Dell’Acqua, Leite & Pereira 2001] a slight extension of MDLP is introduced
and implemented to handle agents’ belief revision (among other features).
2.4 OCLP
This formalism, introduced in [De Vos & Vermeir 2002], aims at the syntactic rep-
resentation of decision making contemplating disjoint alternatives and an ordering
between rules.
In OCLP the motivation is to combine both the idea of human choice among
several options and the idea of preference over conflicting options.
As a general rule combining these would mean to follow the choice options as
in CLP (see below) and whenever two rules are inconsistent, the one belonging to
the most preferred (representing e.g.: higher importance, relevance or generality)
component is followed.
2.4.1 CLP
The idea in CLP is to re-write datalog programs to an equivalent form so as to
eliminate negation in the body of the rules. This is done by adding the symbol
⊕
to
represent choice. That is, if in a datalog program we had
p ← ¬q
q ← ¬p




According to [De Vos & Vermeir 1999] this new notation allows negation to dis-
appear and the expressive power to remain the same as the previous one, “at least as
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far as their (total) stable model semantics are concerned”.
Formally a choice logic program is a set of rules of the form Hr ← Br. Where







while the ones in Br assumed to be br1 , br2 , ..., brm , where the comma (’,’) stands for
conjunction.
Some technical definitions
Extract from [De Vos & Vermeir 1999], the following definitions.
A logic program is a set of rules of the form Hr ← Br. For each rule, Hr is called
the head of the rule and Br the body. Both are sets of atoms.
The Herbrand Base of the program, denoted βP , is the set of all atoms appearing
in the program.
An Interpretation I is a subset1 of βP
⋃¬βP such that if literal a ∈ I, then ¬ a /∈ I.
An interpretation is total if for each literal a ∈ βP , either a ∈ I or ¬a ∈ I.
I
⋂
βP is called the positive part of I, denoted I
+. I
⋂¬βP is called the negative part
of I, denoted I−. βP \ I+ is called the positive complement of I, denoted Î.
A rule r is said to be applicable if Br ⊆ I. A rule r is said to be applied when,
being applicable, it holds that the size of Hr
⋂
I is 1. A rule is satisfied if it is applied
or if it is not applicable. AModel for P is a normal interpretation that makes all
rules satisfied. A model M is called minimal or stable if there is no other model N
such that N+ ⊂M+.
EXAMPLE 2. Jade’s dinner. Jade is about to consult with her partner, Edaj,
what meal she would like. Their choices are pasta, rice, chicken and fish. Pasta and
rice together are just too much. Jade does not like rice unless served with chicken.
Edaj on the other hand, will “never ever eat chicken or fish”, because she is a vege-







There is only one stable model for this simple example {pasta}.
2.4.2 OCLP
An OCLP is the collection of several CLP programs, called components, and an or-
dering between them, representing preference. Theoretically, the answer sets of a
1If A is a set, let “¬ A” denote the set {¬ a | a ∈ A}
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component is inherited in the shape of interpretations from other less preferred com-
ponents. Formally,
Definition 2.1. An OCLP is a pair 〈C, ≺〉 , where C is a finite set of choice
logic programs and “≺” is what is called a strict partial order2. In this notation, if
C1 and C2 are components, C1 ≺ C2 means C1 is preferred over C2.
Some inherited definitions
For an OCLP P, reformulation from [De Vos & Vermeir 1999]:
Define P ∗ :=
⋃
Ci∈C Pi , where Pi stands for the CLP corresponding to Ci.
Note how it is possible to have repeated rules, hence the need for a labelling function
c which assigns to each rule of P ∗ the component where it lives. c(r) := component
Ci s.t. r ∈ C. Define the Herbrand base of P as βP := ⋃Ci∈C βPi .
An interpretation for P is an interpretation for P ∗.
EXAMPLE 3. Jade’s sauce for her dinner. Jade is about to cook dinner.
She has no choice but to cook pasta, as seen before, but she is thinking about what
sauce to have. She can prepare bolognese, carbonara or pesto, but no other things.
She has already had pasta with pesto today so, if possible, she will opt for any of
the other two. Now, it is well known that bolognese requires fresh tomatoes while
cabonara requires cream. However Jade does not quite remember whether she has
these ingredients or not. Her situation can be represented as the OCLP in Fig. 1.1,
with P3 ≺ P2 ≺ P1.
Example 3 clearly distinguishes between three levels of preference. Physical re-
strictions of the decision problem are stated in the most preferred component (P3),
this is a standard in OCLPs as representation of a problem.
One level up, component P2 shows some preference by the entity which is decid-
ing. Component P1 states default decision. Some interpretations: I = {tomatoes,
bolognese}; J = {cream, carbonara}; K = {pesto}.
From the example above it can be observed how the notion of choice gains a new
dimension with preference. It is possible to reason about the options available at each
level of preference (component). Focusing on a component C and on an atom a, it is
acceptable to talk about alternatives to a, be that in C, or in any component whose
rules are preferred over the ones in C. This idea of alternatives turns out to be useful
to describe some characteristics of OCLP.
Extract from [De Vos & Vermeir 1999]:
2A strict partial order is a transitive anti-symmetric anti-reflexive relation.
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Figure 2.1: Jade’s sauce for her dinner.
Definition 2.2. If P = 〈C,≺〉 is an OCLP and I an interpretation for it, with
C1 ∈ C. The set of alternatives in C1 for an atom a w.r.t I, denoted ΩIC(a), is:
ΩIC(a) := {b | ∃r ∈ P ∗c(r) ≺ C1 ∧Br ⊆ I ∧ a, b ∈ Hr with a 6= b}.
In example 3, alternatives for pesto in component P1 w.r.t. interpretation K are
{bolognese, carbonara}.
Credulous and Skeptical semantics
While giving means to decide upon conflict between rules belonging to different com-
ponents, the formalism (so far) would seem not to determine what to do if two rules
belonging to the same component are conflictive. Two immediate options arise: ei-
ther discard the information they provide by disregarding both, or arbitrarily choose
one of them, producing non-deterministic results.
The first option will be covered by what is called skeptical semantics while the
second by credulous semantics, due to the nature of the method followed. Some
more definitions are required, such as defeated rule and c-defeated rule.
In essence a defeated rule is strictly less preferred than another, conflictive rule,
called defeater. A c-defeated rule, on the other hand, is a rule which is not more
preferred (i.e. less preferred, equal, or not defined in the order) than the defeater.
Formally, reformulation from [De Vos & Vermeir 2003]:
Definition 2.3. Let I be an interpretation for an OCLP P. A rule r ∈ P ∗ is defeated
w.r.t. I iff
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∀a ∈ Hr,∃r′ ∈ P ∗ s.t. c(r’) ≺ c(r) ∧B′r ⊆ I ∧Hr′ ⊆ ΩIc(r)(a),
where the r’ rules are called defeaters.
Definition 2.4. Let I be an interpretation for an OCLP P. A rule r ∈ P ∗ is c-
defeated w.r.t. I iff
∀a ∈ Hr,∃r′ ∈ P ∗ s.t. ¬(c(r) ≺ c(r′)) ∧ r′isappliedw.r.t.I ∧Hr′ ⊆ ΩIc(r)(a),
where the r’ rules are called c-defeaters.
Definition 2.5. In OCLP, an interpretation is a skeptical model if and only
if it makes all rules in P ∗ either: non applicable, applied, or defeated. It is a cred-
ulous model if and only if makes all rules in P ∗ either: non applicable, applied or
c-defeated.
OCLP in Multi-agent Systems
As suggested by [De Vos 2001] OCLP can be intuitively used to represent both knowl-
edge and reasoning skills in an agent. [De Vos 2001] proposes that agents will receive
information, combine it with their OCLP program, compute their answer sets and
retransmit them to other agents via uni-directional communication channels. No-
tice that conflictive input should be discarded. [De Vos 2001] identifies two arbitrary
agents: the input agent (the one who starts the process) and the output agent (the one
whose answer set is the output of the system) and is therefore not allowed to have out-
going communication channels. [De Vos 2001] also identifies two well-distinct cases:
the simple case -without cycles- means that every communication channel is used
once and when all communication has taken place, the answer sets for the output
agent is taken. A second, more complicated case class arises if cycles are present;
here the system undergoes an evolution of states and should eventually stabilize to
give what is then considered the solution (a consensus between all agents after a long
debate). Formally:
Definition 2.6. An Ordered Choice Logic Programming Agent System
(OCLPAS) is a tuple 〈A, I,O,C〉, where
• A is a set of agents specified by OCLPs
• I ∈ A is the input agent.
• O ∈ A is the output agent.
• C stands for the communication channels represented by an anti-reflexive rela-
tion, such that:
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∀ a ∈ (A \ I), ∃b ∈ A, a ∈ C(b) and
∀ a ∈ (A \ O), ∃c ∈ A, c 6= ∅ with c ∈ C(a)
Agents of this shape will, however, produce different outputs at different times. This
applies also to the output agent, meaning the system will have several outputs. It
is possible to hold all of the information regarding each step in the evolution of the
system (by “step” here we mean a message-sending act) by recollecting all messages
passed. In logic terms this means classifying under some label the subset of literals
belonging to the output of all agents. In order to do this, some concepts must be
defined.
More inherited definitions
Definition 2.7. Suppose F is an OCLPAS 〈 A, I, O, C〉 , the Herbrand Base for
F, denoted βF , is the union
⋃
a∈A(βa).
Definition 2.8. Suppose F is an OCLPAS 〈 A, I, O, C〉 , an interaction pro-
file for F is a function:
S: A → βF ⋃¬βF
Definition 2.9. Suppose that a ∈ A and that S is an interaction profile for an
OCLPAS F, define output of a with respect to S, denoted OutS(a), as
OutS(a) := S(a).
Definition 2.10. Suppose that a ∈ A and that S is an interaction profile for an
OCLPAS F, define the input of a with respect to S, denoted InaS, as the union of




S(a) will represent the information output of agent ’a’.
Given this, one would like to describe what an agent is supposed to do with in-
coming information, particularly with inconsistent information. In this matter [De
Vos 2001] defines a filtered input, as the literals in the incoming information which
are not contradicted by any other. For example if agent Jade receives the mes-
sages {theskyisblue, applesarenice,¬theskyisblue}. The filtered input for Jade will
be {applesarenice}.
Definition 2.11. Suppose that a ∈ A and that S is an interaction profile for an
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This filtering procedure is safe but restrictive, since we have no means of distin-
guishing between different sources hence becoming impossible to define a preference
among them (a feature for which OCLP is ideal).
[De Vos 2001] goes on and proposes a way of handling information: updating the
internal program. Adding a new component C which is less preferred than any other
component already present. This new component will have statements asserting in-
coming positive information. Formally,
Definition 2.12. Suppose CA is the OCLP corresponding to an agent A and that
U is a set of atoms with U ⊆ βF ⋃¬βF . An updated version of A with respect
to a set of atoms U, denoted AU , is a program that extends CA by adding an extra
component P with the following properties:
1. ∀ a ∈ U, “a ←” ∈ P
2. ∀ C ∈ CA, P ≺AU C
3. ∀C1, C2 ∈ CA, C1 ≺A C2 ⇒ C1 ≺AU C2
The final idea which needs to be mentioned here is that of how systems evolve. It
is of our particular interest to identify when the system has reached an evolutionary
fix point. That is when the output of every agent no longer varies.
2.5 JADE
2.5.1 Introduction
In [Bellifemine, Poggi & Rimassa 2001] JADE is officially introduced and detailed
description of its features are presented. JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment framework)
is a software package containing programs to run, and a collection of classes and other
tools to aid in, the development of multi-agent systems in Java. It abides by the FIPA
[Vidal 2003] standards.
The idea behind JADE is to automate all standard tasks that take place in a
multi-agent system leaving the programmer to code the essence of every agent (the
agent behaviour) and to specify communication features.
JADE is also a distributed platform as it can handle agents running in several
instances of the application in a machine or in several interconnected machines; all




In JADE the world is divided into Platforms: essentially a collection of running
processes, called Containers. A container is an active process in JADE (in practice it
is a Java Virtual Machine -or JVM-), agents are essentially passive -in the sense they
are only adjudicated run-time by JADE- and live in one container which handles all
of its agents’ life-cycles, by adjudicating runtime to whichever behaviour needs to be
executed.
For each platform there is a main container (or front-end) and an arbitrary
number of other containers. Each one of them registers with the main container when
initialised. The main container therefore holds a list of registered containers in the
current platform as well as a list of the agents’ addresses (a GADT - Global agent
descriptor table).
Local versions of this table (LADT - Local agent descriptor table) are present
in every container. The main container performs the inter-platform re-routing task
for communication by acting as a IIOP server listening to the official platform ACC
(Agent communication channel) address. In the main container, two mandatory
tool-agents are run, including: the default DF (Directory Facilitator) agent and
the AMS (Agent Management System).
Directory facilitators are there to record a logical subset of agents and advertise
them by services they provide. The AMS on the other hand is unique per platform and
its task is to provide platform methods to handle agents, such as suspendAgent().
Message delivery subsystem
Since this is all handled transparently to the programmer and for the purposes of this
project, the internal functionality will only be mentioned. Basically, JADE codifies
agents GUIDs (or Global Unique IDentifiers) according to FIPA specifications;
with respect to communication means. JADE distinguishes three of them:
1. Java events - (an ACLMessage object is passed) if sender and receiver live in
the same container.
2. RMI - (serialization/deserialization of the message and an RMI call) if sender
and receiver live in different agents on the same platform.
3. CORBA IIOP - (message is coded/decoded to/from IIOP protocol) if sender
and receiver live in different platforms.
Some tools provided
Due to the high level of abstraction of the JADE platform, a collection of high-level
monitoring/debugging tools is provided, in the shape of FIPA agents; these have no
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special privileges except they rely only on AMS to perform their tasks.
RMA or Remote Management Agent is one of these, providing a GUI which
allows the user to directly interact with the AMS and moreover to monitor changes in
the state of the platform. With this, the user is granted access to the AMS methods
and hence can create agents, destroy agents, suspend agents, etc.
DF or Directory Facilitator, aforementioned, has also a GUI interface and its
methods can be accessed by the user as well, to add/remove agents and configuring
their advertised services.
DummyAgent is a tool providing the user with means to send arbitrary messages,
which turn out to be extremely useful in testing/debugging.
Sniffer Agent, on the other hand, is a passive agent which has access to the
communication channels of any other agent and therefore allows the user to monitor
messages sent to and from a list of “sniffed” agents in the platform.
A JADE agent
Since FIPA specification states no restrictions whatsoever on internal agents’ struc-
ture, JADE leaves little restrictions as well, these being: computational time and
Java expressive power. In [Bellifemine, Poggi & Rimassa 2001] multi-agent systems’
needs (discussed in Section 1) are presented along with the design solutions JADE
implements, as follows:
Theoretical requirement Design solution
Agents are autonomous Agents are active objects
Agents are social Intra-agent concurrence is needed
Messages are speech acts Asynchronous messaging has to be used
Agents can say ’no’ Peer-to-peer communication model is needed
JADE balances these necessities with computational power restrictions by allowing
each agent a single Java thread. In JADE, the different tasks an agent can perform
are abstractly represented by Behaviours. Each behaviour represents one of the
agent functions.
Thus in writing an agent, the programmer must extend the Agent class provided
by JADE and create the desired number of subclasses for each desired Behaviour. So
that JADE knows how to operate and handle every given behaviour, a predefined class
hierarchy is facilitated to the programmer, where the top class is Behaviour; inherited
from this: SimpleBehaviour and ComplexBehaviour. In turn, from SimpleBehaviour
we have OneShotBehaviour and CyclicBehaviour; while from ComplexBehaviour we
have SuquentialBehaviour and NonDeterministicBehaviour.
SimpleBehaviour is the kind of behaviour that will be called occasionally and
will obtain the absolute control of the agent thread until it finishes. Its subclass
OneShotBehaviour will execute only once, never again and CyclicBehaviour which
executes repeatedly, never finishing.
ComplexBehaviour accounts for time expensive processes which ought to be split
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Figure 2.2: JADE agent architecture.
in several sub processes, hence ComplexBehaviour holds a list of children Behaviours
and executes them, but allowing to be interrupted in between any of those. Its
subclass SequentialBehaviour performs this execution in a defined sequence and stops
when the last one is finished; NonDeterministicBehaviour, on the other hand, allows
itself to be terminated at any stage arbitrarily and follows an apparently chaotic (a
round-robin algorithm is used) sequence for its children.
The concise facts to highlight from this for our purposes in this project are:
• Agents run simultaneously, support given by Java multi-threaded capabilities
• Messages are handled asynchronously
In developing a JADE agent, the focus is therefore in identifying the different
behaviours, their types and coding them in Java language. Other agents features
discussed in Section 1, such as agent beliefs are left to be programmed independently.
Figure 2 displays clearly what JADE handles and what is left for the programmer.
2.5.3 Alternatives to JADE
Agent programming and multi-agent systems, as stated in Section 1, have emerged
relatively recently and gained attention only in the last ten years; thus it is not
surprising that the software implementation field for MAS is still immature and stan-
dards for unification are yet to be established. [Bellifemine, Poggi & Rimassa 2001]
make reference to some of the recent efforts, such as DMARS [Rao & Georgeff 1995],
RETSINA [Sycara et al 1996] and MOLE [Baumann et al 2003] as well as to their
standardizations: KSE [Patil et al 1992], OMG [Milojicic et al 1998], and FIPA [Vidal
2003].
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FIPA being the predominant standard and JADE its most popular implementa-
tion, JADE is chosen as the tool for this project.
2.5.4 Why not JADE
While supporting extensive features over the needs for this project, two key imper-
fections are to be mentioned. The first is JADE messaging system, which uses a
single message queue per agent, this is rather conflictive with multiple behaviours
for simultaneous asynchronous communication, but only result in a computational
limiting factor, hence not a major problem for the purposes of this project.
The second is to do with robustness: even though JADE is a distributed appli-
cation itself, its reliability is rather dependant on key components, specifically the
front-end container and the AMS agent. However, due to the static nature of the
communication channels in this project, JADE’s message caching should allow the
system to carry on even in the event of a failure in the GADT.
2.6 OCT
OCT [Brain & De Vos 2003] is an front-end for answer set solvers developed by Mar-
tin Brain. It will take as input an OCLP program with the following syntax.






















Where each rule is of the form “a1 + a2 +...+aq :- b1, b2,...,br” and [Preference
relations] are lines of the form “C0x < C0y”.
It will return the answer sets. Internally it will produce a LP that will be then
solved by Smodels. For the purposes of this project OCT will be used to solve the
OCL programs of each agent.
2.7 Conclusion
Using OCLP to model the reasoning capabilities of an autonomous agent grants an
easy way of representing the human ability to choose among disjoint alternatives
as well as defining preference among potentially conflictive situations. In parallel,
JADE provides the entire infrastructure for standard multi-agent development and
OCT gives an automated solution for running OCL programs.
In the remaining part of this dissertation we approach the technological alter-
natives and proceed to develop the tractable OCLP agent definitions (TOADs), a
collection of Java classes as extensions to the JADE agent definitions. We develop
an interface for agents to communicate with each other by means of an ontology and
a protocol for information interchange. Furthermore the agent cycle is made precise
and OCT is integrated so as to compute the answer sets. Finally we analyse the
behaviour of the OCLPAS (Ordered Choice Logic Programming Agent System) and






As suggested in [Somerville 2001], for the requirements analysis it is our purpose
to identify potential user needs in abstract terms first and then, based on these, to
analyse the concrete system requirements. Therefore, in the first part of this chapter
we define the features and limitations of the product from the user’s point of view.
Consequently we analyse in more detail the requirements of the system and propose in
each case one or more feasible solutions. As a conclusion we dictate the specification:
our selection of solutions together with a justification for our choice.
3.1.1 Scope of the product
The product is meant to cover two kinds of users: the programmer and the researcher.
We intend to give the programmer who wants to incorporate OCLP to the reasoning
capabilities of his/her agent, a tool to render automatic the lifecycle process and
intercommunication with other agents of the like. For this, the scope of the product
is restricted to run the lifecycle providing the programmer with interruptions for the
execution of his/her own code as well as events which fire at relevant stages. It is also
our purpose to create a framework for experimentation with purely OCLP-minded
agents, giving an accessible way to define, add, remove and edit agents whose only
functionality is that of updating and communicating. For the latter we intend to
provide a simple interface to ease the operability of the system. Here the scope is
slightly more extensive as it will also cover the design and implementation of an
auxiliary agent (called Queen agent), through which the user may interface with the
system.
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3.1.2 Definitions, acronyms and abbreviations
Throughout this chapter we shall make reference to ontology classes by their re-
spective names (introduced in Section 3.3.2, page 51). We will be referring to the
collection of classes and auxiliary agents that we will develop as either: the program,
the system, TOADs, the application or the framework. When speaking of the
user, we mean either the person (if running in retained mode) or his/her program
(if running in runtime mode). Specific terminology regarding logic programming in
multi-agent systems will include:
• OCLP: Ordered choice logic programming
– Internal OCLP program: the program included in each agent, which
defines her knowledge and reasoning abilities.
– OCLP updating process: the process of appending components to the
internal OCLP program as described in Chapter 2, Section 4.2, page 23.
– Solving an OCLP: finding the stable models of a given OCLP program.
• OCLPAS: Ordered Choice Logic Programming Agent System.
• Input agent: the agent which starts the communication domino effect.
• Output agent: the agent whose output is interpreted to be the output of the
system.
Terminology defined by TOADs:
• Retained mode: an agent is said to be running in retained mode when she is
running as described in the experimental framework solution, in Section 3.1.1.
• Valid inputs and valid outputs: each agent has an internal list of agent names
from which she will accept messages (the valid input) and a list of agent names
to which she will broadcast her message.
• Communication channels: the collection of valid inputs and valid outputs
for all agents in the system.
• Current step or cycle: for each agent, an incremental counter which rep-
resents the number of times the agent carried out the listen-update-calculate-
broadcast process, each of those called a step, or a cycle.
• A project: the information regarding all the agents in the system, includ-




The system should be able to compute the OCLP-lifecycle of each agent. It should
handle all protocols, serialization and de-serialization of concept objects transparently
to the user.
3.2.1 User requirements retained mode
1. The program must allow the user to add, remove or modify any of the agents
in the multi-agent system.
2. The program must be able to take text input to define the OCLP programs of
each agent.
3. The program must allow the user to define the communication channels between
agents.
4. The program must allow the user to determine which semantics should be used
by each agent.
5. The program must allow the user to run a single step of the system or to run
indefinitely until a fix-point is found and retrieve it.
6. There must be an option to load/save a current project.
7. There must be options to import/export parts of the system from/into relevant
file formats.
3.2.2 User requirements runtime mode
1. The program must give means for the programmer to alter all of the relevant
information of the local agent both in a high level and a low level fashion.
2. The program must provide events that fire upon relevant stages of the OCLP
agent lifecycle.
3. The program must provide a special event representing the achievement of the
evolutionary fix-point.
3.2.3 Assumptions and dependencies
Assumption 1: the user will be expected to be familiar with the OCLP formalism
and with the OCT syntax. Assumption 2: the user will be responsible for spelling
mistakes while defining atom names, case differences will be interpreted as different
atoms. Assumption 3: the user will be expected to handle the interruptions provided
with responsibility. Interruptions will effectively stop all processes in a TOADs agent,
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and failure to return control to the superclass may imply the effective death of the
agent. Dependence 1: the system will attempt to run OCT. It is the user responsibility
to install and compile OCT (or any alternative answer set solver with identical syntax)
and make it runnable from any directory.
3.3 System requirements
3.3.1 Functional requirements
• Req. 1, INPUT:
– Req. 1.1: An OCLP program as a string satisfying OCT syntax.
– Req. 1.2: A Boolean value to determine whether credulous or sceptic se-
mantics will be used.
– Req. 1.3: Two lists of agent identifiers representing the valid input and the
valid output (i.e. the communication channels).
– Req. 1.4: An instruction at the creation of the agent, specifying whether
to run in retained or in runtime mode.
– Req. 1.5: At each step, a TOAD agent will require a message containing
one or more answer sets from each of its valid inputs.
• Req. 2, OUTPUTS:
– Req. 2.1: At each cycle, a TOADs agent must be able to return those
answer sets which are solutions to the program obtained by the OCLP
updating process with respect to the input received.
– Req. 2.2: The program must be able to evolve automatically and identify
the evolutionary fix-point of the OCLPAS.
– Req. 2.3: The program must be able to log messages passed in a human
readable format.
• Req. 3, STORAGE:
– When running in retained mode, the system must be able to save a project
into a file and restore a project from a file.
Input requirements 1.1 to 1.3 represent the essence of a TOADs agent: her knowl-
edge, reasoning skills and her social skills. In retained mode these have to be easily
accessible to be edited by the user. Either a text or a simple graphic interface should
be provided. See section 3.3.1 about interfaces. Input requirement 1.5 means that we
ought to:
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• Define an ontology for a common understanding and standarised description of
the structure of the information passed. See Section 3.3.2 for ontology.
• Define a content language. Luckily this is provided by JADE. See Section 3.3.2
about Prote´ge´.
Output requirement 2.1 means we need: a way of updating the internal OCLP
program depending on incoming information, which we shall design and develop, and
an answer set solver (see Section 3.3.6) for which we use OCT.
Output requirement 2.2 means we have to ensure the system can run smoothly
without any need for user input once the initial input has been given. We shall achieve
this by designing a lifecycle and a protocol which allow for all agents to synchronously
interact. Furthermore we shall design TOADs agents to be able to survive and handle
exceptions, external errors and other characteristic problems of distributed systems,
such as latency or disconnection. See Section 3.3.2 for more details.
Storage requirement means that for each agent, OCLP program, semantics choice
and communication channels should be saved and restored from files. For this, we
need to define a file format. Alternatives are:
• Object serialization: the objects representing this information for each agent are
serialized and saved to disk. This has the advantage of simplicity and compact-
ness.
• Textual representation: information is saved as strings, where a specific syntax
is designed and followed. This has the advantage of readability and alterability.
The Queen agent has access to all the information needed and can therefore per-
form this task. The Queen agent has also got the power to alter every piece of
information in the system; hence it can perform the restoring operation as well. Al-
ternatively this feature may be programmed locally at each agent. The user must be
allowed to specify if the system should be saved as a whole (in a single file) or every
agent (in separate files) individually. There must be an option to import and export
OCT compatible .oclp files.
3.3.2 Non-functional requirements
Usability - interfaces
In TOADs, the user interface is included in the auxiliary agent named Queen agent.
This agent will be capable of ordering agents to perform a cycle, update their informa-
tion and retrieve their information; hence giving the user a full interaction capability
with all agents running in retained mode which were locally told to obey to the Queen
agent in question.
If running TOADs in runtime mode, i.e. extending the classes provided, the
interface would require:
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• A logger tool which can write information in a human-readable format regarding
message passing, knowledge base and evolutionary status for every agent. This
logger must be embedded in the TOADs definitions so as to maximise efficiency
and to guarantee autonomy.
If running TOADs in retained mode, be that for dummy agents or extended
user-defined agents, the interface needs to be more complicated, requiring:
• A way of displaying the internal OCLP program of any agent on the screen in
a human readable format.
• A way of allowing the user to alter this text and uploading the updated version
back into the agent.
• A panel displaying the communication channels and means to change them
Note that while running in retained mode the logging tool will still be present.
Furthermore it is required that the user is allowed to specify whether credulous or
sceptic semantics should be used. In runtime mode this feature will come as a simple
method while in retained mode it must be part of the visual interface.
Robustness
If executed in retained mode, the system is expected to be run on a single computer,
where errors are local and therefore traceable by the user. However it might be
the case that an experiment is carried out between several platforms, maybe not all
of them supervised by an administrator. It might also be the case that TOAD is
executed in runtime and expected to be robust. In distributed systems, robustness
extends beyond the integrity of the application alone. For an agent to be robust, she
must be programmed to expect other agents to disappear or stop responding without
a traceable reason. For this reason, TOADs should be able to handle this sort of
exceptions. Possible solutions would involve one or more of the following:
• A time limit for message listening.
• Error events which fire when these occur.
In TOADs there are other things that can go wrong. Message filtering can be de-
signed to only accept ontology and protocol matching messages. However, improperly
written or malicious agents could embed erroneous objects in a properly composed
message. TOADs must be able to catch exceptions at this level and inform the user.
Interoperability means that external factors such as the operative system or OCT
itself could produce errors which are merely circumstantial, i.e. since the system could
potentially be running in one of many operative systems, domain specific exceptions
must be anticipated. TOADs must be able to survive this kind of events by catching
the exceptions and handling them. Alternatives include:
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• Leaving it up to the user to handle a certain error.
• Retry to execute the relevant piece of code several times.
• Encoding the error as part of the AnswerSets output.
Portability
TOADs agents and the auxiliary agents should be able to be run in any computer
capable of running JADE and OCT. For requirements which arise as a consequence
of these constraints, see subsection about implementation.
Standards
The program is required to adhere to the FIPA standards.
Implementation
So far the use of JADE was assumed. The challenge of demonstrating the use of OCLP
in multi-agent systems means we need a multi-agent framework: a message handler
and a process coordinator for the diverse agents and their behaviours are crucial.
Choosing JADE meant that all the message passing was handled transparently, agents
can be implemented in a high level programming style by defining their behaviours
and reactions, and that all of the FIPA standards were automatically adhered to.
Drawbacks from this choice include the facts that the agent architecture must be put
in terms of behaviours and that the imperfections of JADE (see Section 2.5.4 Why
not Jade) would be suffered.
The choice of JADE immediately forces the development of the application in the
Java programming language.
Interoperability
Each TOADs agent must be able to interact with other TOADs agents and with the
Queen, clearly. As described in Section 3.6, TOADs will use a third-party front-end
called OCT to solve OCLP programs. In order to interact with OCT, TOADs is
required to
• Produce OCT’s valid input
• Parse OCT’s output results
• Parse OCT’s error messages
TOADs must be able to run OCT and wait for its output. This can be programmed
to happen both synchronously (i.e. the agent will run OCT and wait for an answer
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before continuing) or asynchronously (OCT output is handled in a parallel thread
and firing an event when finished).
TOADs should make it clear to the user what command line will be executed to
run OCT, so that the user may install and compile OCT where appropriate.
Ontology
Following JADE standards and in order to give a basis for the representation of the
different objects and functions in the world of TOADs, an ontology has to be explicitly
defined. An ontology can be given independently from JADE as a class hierarchy of
our own, it can be written following JADEs ontology class standards by hand, or it
can be generated by using Prote´ge´ [Prot´[e]g´[e]].




The ontology for OCLP programs needs to be structured so as to declare a hierar-
chy. The main class being the OCLP program, it should contain an arbitrary number
of components and an arbitrary number of relation rules.
The components should be split into rules and these into set of atoms of the same
class that that of knowledge base. Regarding message passing, the ontology should
define encapsulating classes for the following messages:
• Answer sets broadcast. It is necessary for each agent to produce a message
whose contents structure is well defined. It should contain information about:
– Answer Sets. The crucial information carried.
– Evolutionary Status. Needed to determine whether an evolutionary fix-
point has been achieved.
– Cycle identification. Required to assure synchrony.
• Queens information request and retrieval messages. These must come wrapped
in an ontology class which must contain the type of information requested. The
Queen may request the agent to retrieve:
– Its OCLP program.
– Its communication channels description.
– Its default semantics (Credulous/Skeptic).
– Its last sent Answer Sets object.
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– Queens information retrieval. The message containing the information re-
quested, which should encapsulate:
– The object requested.
– Current cycle id.
3.4 Requirements specification
– The application shall be developed in JAVA 1.3 or higher since JADE frame-
work requires so.
– The application shall be developed under JADE so as to adhere to the FIPA
specification.
– OCT will be used as the answer set solver. OCT is an active project
and several improvements are planned for the near future. We can take
advantage of these by interfacing with OCT.
– A special auxiliary agent called “The Queen” will be developed to act as
an interface between the human user and the MAS. The Queen agent will
come with a very simple graphical interface, this interface is a prototype
and was not intended to be final or to abide by any HCI standard.
– Events shall be programmed to fire upon exceptions, errors and connection
time out.
– An ontology shall be defined for the representation of OCLP programs,
answer sets and message structures.
– Prote´ge´ will be used to develop this ontology and a suitable content lan-
guage.





Following FIPA [Vidal 2003] specifications and working under the JADE framework,
it is obvious to seek a behavioural decomposition architecture. Decisions have to be
made regarding how to split the system into behaviours.
In designing TOADs, an explorative approach is used, meaning that, after a high
level decomposition of the system into sub-systems, we begin by defining our data
structures (our ontology) and proceed from there to the design of the interfaces be-
tween the sub-systems. When subdividing our system we use the GAIA [Wooldridge
2002] methodology, we identify roles and for each role, its characteristics: responsi-
bilities, permissions, activities, protocols.
We pay particular attention to the design of the Queen agent and its GUI.
4.2 TOADs as a Client-Server framework
Since TOAD agents running in both retained and runtime mode can interact with
agents running in both modes alike, the TOAD framework can be seen as a Client-
Server framework, where Queens act as servers and ordinary agents as clients, in a
fat-client fashion (see Figure 4.1). The protocols for all the kinds of interactions will
be described later.
4.3 Roles
In the remaining part of this chapter we introduce the concept of roles, identify the
various roles in TOADs and design an ontology. A legend for the diagrams in this
chapter can be seen in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: TOADs as a Client-Server framework
Figure 4.2: Legend for design diagrams
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4.3.1 What is a role?
In the GAIA methodology, roles are an agent system equivalent to society roles. It
is a collection of behaviours that an entity is expected to adopt by other entities
interacting with it, then that entity is said to assume a certain role. For example,
in a building, porter and cleaner are two roles; people expect the porter to watch at
night and they expect the cleaner to keep the building clean. It may be the case that
a single entity (a person or an agent) assumes more than one role; for example the
same person doing the night-watch could also clean the building during the day.
Roles are defined by four attributes: responsibilities, permissions, activities
and protocols.
Responsibilities are the key aspect in a role, as they describe it for external ob-
servers; they can be split into two categories: liveness properties and safety prop-
erties. Properties of the first type include the results a certain role is supposed to
bring about, the positive goals, what has to happen. Properties of the second type
include states that must be avoided, what must not happen. For example, a porter’s
liveness properties include to welcome any person living in the building, whereas a
cleaner’s safety properties include to avoid letting the building condition go below
hygienic standards.
Permissions represent the security clearance a certain role has, what parts of the
system it is allowed to interface with and how. For example, a porter may have access
to the alarm activation both for activation and deactivation, whereas the cleaner
wouldn’t; on the other hand the cleaner may have access to the cleaner’s locker where
cleaning tools are kept.
Activities are those tasks a certain role performs inside its domain and which re-
main transparent to other roles. This may interfere with the system but need no
interaction with other roles. For example, cleaning a window is an activity for the
cleaner, whereas locking the building is not for the porter as s/he needs to communi-
cate with, for example, the cleaner to avoid locking him in.
Protocols define how roles interact with each other. Following the previous ex-
ample, a do you live here protocol could be used by the porter to interact with other
people who want to come into the building.
4.3.2 Roles in TOADs
In TOADs there will be two kinds of agents: the Queen agent and TOAD agents:
the first kind is the one to be operated by the human user, the latter is the one
which provides the required functionality. This distinction was made in order to
make TOAD agents reusable without the need for a human supervisor, hence TOAD
agents can be implemented with the aid of a Queen agent and then run independently
(in what we call runtime mode).
Within each of these two agents, we identify several roles. The motivation for
this subdivision is a transparent distinction and the reusability of the various services
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included in each agent. I.e. if new agents were to be developed where the main
TOAD engine is not required, but interaction with TOAD agents is needed, the given
roles give a clear way of interacting with an agent knowing that the role’s permissions
ensure no other sections of the agent are altered. Furthermore, as we shall see later,
roles can be reused in the case a programmer wishes to develop an agent using only
some of TOADs’ services.
For example, a TOAD agent can become subscribed to another agent so as to
periodically send it information regarding its state. A programmer may want to
develop a similar agent and decide to make it interact with the Queen agent in this
way; in this case a transparent description of a subscriber role is certainly needed.
Subdividing the Queen agent into several roles also means that some of them can
be reused, for example, in other server-like applications which may need to command
TOAD agents, or just supervise a single agent.
Agent supervision and the Subscription protocol
Whenever the user requires that a particular agent is supervised, a way is needed to
command the agent to periodically send updates of its internal state to the Queen,
or to stop doing so. Therefore there should be a special role in charge of handling
these kind of commands and there should be also another role (to be assumed by the
Queen) to process incoming information that was not explicitly requested, under this
protocol. While originally the intention was to design a Subscriber role which would
handle all stages of a subscription (setting up, cancelling, sending information), in
the final version of TOADs it will only handle setup and cancellation; this is due to
the fact that it is effectively pointless to redirect the control flow to a different role
in the middle of the execution of the main engine role (where it should be summoned
to send the update message). Instead the role will simply update the internal state
of the agent and the main engine role will take care of the rest.
4.3.3 The TOAD agent − Roles
Within TOADs we identify the following roles for TOAD agents:
OCLP Agent (main engine)
• Responsibilities:
1. to ensure synchrony in sending and receiving OCLP message messages to
and from other TOAD agents.
2. to ensure robustness by setting a deadline for messages to come.
3. to reply with REFUSE performative to those messages which arrive out of
sequence.
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Figure 4.3: OCLP Agent (main engine) role.
4. to run an OCLP agent cycle preparing the answer sets for the updated
program.
• Permissions: full access to the agent’s public interface
• Activities:
– to broadcast the Call For Answer Sets (CFAS).
– to filter the input, ignoring conflicting information.
– to update the internal OCLP program using the filtered input.
– to interact with OCT to obtain the answer sets.
– to store/send the answer sets to the valid output.
– to identify the evolutionary fix-point.
• Protocols: this role shall communicate under the protocol FIPA QUERY, as
shown in Figure 4.3.
Information Facilitator
• Responsibilities: to answer information queries from the Queen.
• Permissions: read access to the internal information in the agent.
• Activities: To answer information queries from the Queen.
• Protocols: this role shall interact with:
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– the Information Retriever − using FIPA QUERY, as shown in Figures 4.4
and 4.5.
– the Subscriber − using FIPA SUBSCRIBE, as shown in Figure 4.6.
Information Updater
• Responsibilities: To update the agent info upon receiving the update message
from the Queen.
• Permissions: full access to the agent’s public interface.
• Activities: To update the agent info upon receiving the update message from
the Queen.
• Protocols: FIPA REQUEST, as shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
Retained Mode Handler
• Responsibilities: To handle incoming request from the Queen, e.g.: to make a
single step, to switch to runtime mode
• Permissions: read/write access to the fields containing the last output prepared
by the OCLPAgent role and the field which determines whether the agent is
running in retained mode or in runtime mode
• Activities:
– if a STEP command arrives and the stored output is up to date, send the
stored output; if it is out of date, reply to the Queen with a FAILURE
message.
– if a RUN command arrives, switch to runtime mode.
• Protocols: FIPA PROPOSE, as shown in Figure 4.4.
Subscription Handler
• Responsibilities: to maintain the subscription status of the agent.
• Permissions: access to the boolean field representing whether the agent is sub-
scribed or not.
• Activities: change the subscription field to true if a Q setupSubscribe message
is received or to false if a Q cancelSubscription message is received.
• Protocols: FIPA SUBSCRIBE, as shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.4: Main GUI and related roles.
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4.3.4 The Queen agent − Roles
We also identify the following roles for the Queen agent:
Main GUI
• Responsibilities:
1. to provide a solution for the user requirements 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 (see Section
3.2.1).
2. to provide list of agents which can be edited by the user.
3. to provide a GUI to allow the user to communicate with any of those agents.
4. to initialize the Agent Watcher upon user request.
• Permissions: full access to the Queen agent internal information.
• Activities: whenever the user requests so...
– load/save a project.
– add/remove an agent from the agent list.
– update the current information about one or more agents.
– upload the current information to the agent being viewed.
– for one or more agents to switch to runtime mode.
– for all agents to perform a single cycle.
– to edit the properties of an agent being viewed.
• Protocols: this role interacts with:
– the Updater (through the Queen’s sendUpdateMessage() service) − using
FIPA REQUEST, as shown in Figure 4.4.
– the Agent Watcher − no protocol used, it spawns the Agent Watcher spec-
ifying all the information about the agent to be watched.
– the Information Retriever − no protocol used, it creates an instance of the
Information Retriever every time the user requests the GUI to update from
one or more agents.
– the Subscriber − no protocol used, it creates an instance of the Subscriber
whenever the user request for an agent to be watched by the Agent Watcher,
and sends a stop() signal to this instance when the Agent Watcher is closed.
– the Retained Mode Handler − sending Q STEP and Q RUN commands,
using the FIPA PROPOSE protocol, as shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.5: Agent Watcher GUI and related roles.
Agent Watcher GUI
This role is instantiated every time the user wants to watch a specific agent.
• Responsibilities:
1. to keep an up to date visual representation of a TOAD agent which is said
to be watched by the Agent Watcher.
2. to provide a solution for the user requirements 2, 3, 5, and 7 (see Section
3.2.1).
3. to provide a GUI to allow the user to communicate with the agent being
watched.
4. to make sure the channel inputs and channel outputs of the various agents
are consistent, i.e. if the user adds the agent “Frog” to the valid outputs
of the agent “Toad”, then it is the Agent Watcher’s responsability to auto-
matically add the agent “Toad” to the valid inputs of the agent “Frog”.
• Permissions: it should only have access to the AgentSpec object with which it
has been initialised and to the sendUpdateMessage service by the Queen.
• Activities:
– load/save an .oclp file.
– update the current information about the agent being watched.
– upload the current information to the agent being viewed.
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– automatically update related agents valid input when valid outputs are
updated (when the user requests the GUI to upload the information and
when the user removes an entry from the valid outputs.
• Protocols: this role interacts with:
– the Updater (through the Queen’s sendUpdateMessage() service) − using
FIPA REQUEST. See Figure 4.5.
– the Information Retriever − no protocol used, it creates an instance of the
Information Retriever every time the user request an information download.
See Figure 4.5.
– the Subscriber − no protocol, the interaction is passive. When created,
the subscriber will have a reference to the Agent Watcher so as to keep it
updated. See Figure 4.6.
Information Retriever
This role is instantiated whenever up to date information from an agent is required.
• Responsibilities:
1. to retrieve information from an agent.
2. to update the relevant GUI interfaces when the process is completed.
3. to update the internal Queen database.
• Permissions: access to the Queen’s extractQ responseMessage() service as well
as full access to the relevant fields of the Main GUI interface and Agent Watcher
interface (if appropriate), components displaying: agent name, OCLP program,
semantics specification, current cycle, valid inputs, valid outputs, agent status
and last output produced.
• Activities:
– to send the information query.
– to interpret the response by the agent, and update the fields specified above.
• Protocols: this role interacts with:
– the Information Facilitator − using the FIPA QUERY protocol, as shown
in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
– the Main GUI − no protocol used, it updates the GUI when the information
from the agent has been retrieved. See Figure 4.4.
– the Agent Watcher (if the agent the role is communicating with is being
watched) − no protocol used, it updates the GUI when the information
from the agent has been retrieved. See Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.6: Subscriber and related roles.
Subscriber
• Responsibilities: to keep the Agent Watcher’s GUI up to date.
• Permissions: write access to the GUI components in the Agent Watcher.
• Activities:
– to initiate the subscription sending a Q setupSubscribe to an agent.
– to update the GUI components in the Agent Watcher when a message from
a subscribed agent is received.
• Protocols: this role interacts with:
– the Subscription Handler− using the FIPA SUBSCRIBE protocol, as shown
in Figure 4.6.
– the Agent Watcher − no protocol used, it actively updates its fields. See
Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
4.3.5 Behavioural implementation
It is easy to see JADE behaviours as roles, because although they all run in the
same execution thread, they are essentially autonomous and tend to interact through
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Figure 4.7: TOADs ontology − tree structure (extract from Prote´ge´).
protocols. Here we must deviate from the GAIA perspective as we ought to define
the interactions between roles that are assumed by the same agent. Hence we shall
distinguish between internal interactions (within an agent), for which we describe an
interface, and external interactions (between two or more agents), for which we design
the FIPA compliant protocol. Next chapter presents the actual implementation of
their internal processes.
4.4 TOADs ontology
An ontology is a grounding for a set of concepts and relations between them, it gives
a way for interacting agents to be unambiguous about the meaning of a given object.
In TOADs, the ontology is simply a hierarchic class structure, produced by the
beangenerator plug-in [Aart et al 2002.] under Prote´ge´. Following the requirement
specification and the architecture of the domain to be described the following ontology
was designed. See Figure 4.7.
Q responseMessage
Used to send the queen information about the agent.
• Boolean fixpoint − whether a fixpoint has been achieved.
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• CommunicationChannels commChannels.
• Boolean credulous − true for credulous semantics, false for sceptic semantics
• OCLP program internalOCLP.
• int cycle − the current cycle the agent is running.
• Boolean evolutionaryFlag− whether the last two cycles were essentially identical
(same input and same output).
• AnswerSetslastOutput − the latest answer sets calculated.
Q inquiry
Commands an agent to retrieve information to the Queen.
Q STEP
Commands an agent to make a single step (initiate the Main Engine and issue the
Calls for Answer Sets).
Q RUN
Commands an agent to run in runtime mode.
Q UpdateMessage
• AID toAgent − destinatary.
• Boolean doOCLP − whether the agent should update to the newOCLP.
• Boolean doSemantics − whether the agent should update to the newSemantics.
• Boolean doCommChannels − whether the agent should overwrite his communi-
cation channels to the ones in newCommChannels.
• Boolean removeChannels − whether the agent should remove from his channels
the ones in newCommChannels
• Boolean appendChannels − whether the agent should append to his channels
the ones in newCommChannels.
• OCLP program newOCLP.




Commands an agent to start sending information to the queen when relevant events
occur, under a special subscription protocol. These will be sent when the agent
produces a new Answer Set or when the Queen request information. It shall be used
to keep the Agent Watcher up to date.
Q cancelSubscribe
Commands an agent to stop sending the regular information, whose process was
started by a Q setupSubscribe message.
OCLP rule
• List head − list of atoms (Strings) in the head of the rule. Assumed to be
XOR’d.
• List body − list of atoms (Strings) in the body of the rule. Assumed to be in
conjunction.
OCLP program
• List components − a list of OCLP component objects. The components of the
OCLP program.
• List relations − a list of Strings of the form “xxxxx ¡ yyyyy” where xxxxx and
yyyyy are component names.
OCLP component
• List rules − a list of OCLP rule objects. The rules of the component.
• String name − the name of the component.
OCLP message
• AnswerSets answerSets − the answer sets to be communicated.
• :THING auxiliary − unused by TOADs. For the user to implement.
• int cycle − the current cycle. Used to ensure synchrony.
AnswerSets
• List list − a list of AnswerSet objects. The collection of answer sets.
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AnswerSet
• List positive − list of atoms (Strings) belonging to the positive part.
• List negative − list of atoms (Strings) belonging to the negative part.
CommunicationChannels
• List channelInput − a list of AID’s. The valid input, i.e. the only agents from
which the agent will expect and accept OCLP message messages.
• List channelOuptut − a list of AID’s. The valid output, i.e. the agents to which
the agent will send her OCLP message message at the end of every cycle.
AgentSpec
A data structure required by the Main GUI to keep track of the agents in the list.
• AID id − the agent’s AID.
• List channelInput − as in CommunicationChannels.
• List channelOutput − as in CommunicationChannels.
• Boolean isBeingMonitored − whether or not there is an Agent Watcher moni-
toring this agent.
• String nickname − the agent’s short name for local agents, the agent’s full name
for agents in other platforms.
• AnswerSets lastOutput − the last output answer sets the agent calculated.
OCLPAS system
The internal database containing all the information about the system.
• List agentsSpecification − a list of AgentSpec objects, one for each agent in the
Queen’s agent list.
4.5 Synchrony and the CFAS protocol
TOADs agents need a way of knowing when their valid outputs are ready to process
their input, this is the motivation for our CFAS (Call For Answer Sets) protocol,
which controls the lifecycle of TOADs agents. CFAS messages are sent with a given
deadline, after which the TOAD agent will carry on using the empty set as input
for those agents which did not reply in time. Once all input has been received the
solution to the updated OCLP is computed immediately and evolutionary status is
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revised. After this, the agent will wait for another time lapse before declaring the
cycle completed, giving time for slower agents to send their CFAS requests.
Once the cycle is declared completed, runtime mode agents will start the next
cycle while retained mode agents will wait for the Queen’s command to proceed.
4.5.1 Input agents and Starting agents
As described in Chapter 2 page 23, an OCLPAS has a special couple of agent types:
the input agent and the output agent; the first has no valid inputs and the latter
has no valid outputs. An input agent will not send any CFAS messages and its
program will return the same output always, hence it suffices to calculate the final
Answer Sets for this agent once. The CFASListenerBehaviour (described below) shall
take care of the rest. For the same reason, this agent will reply to CFAS for any cycle
indistinctively.
Another special kind of agents are those declared as starting agents. Cyclic1
OCLPAS need a way to start the cascade effect for every cycle. Without a clear
distinction all agents would issue their CFAS for cycle 1 and never obtain an answer.
Therefore we allow for a special kind of agents called starting agents which will
reply to CFAS for one cycle ahead. See Chapter 6 for details on how to declare a
starting agent.
4.5.2 CFAS timers
In order to ensure robustness, requirements state that a timeout mechanism must be
designed. In TOADs we specify two timers: the CFAS timer and the OCLP message
timer. The first is the amount of time an agent will wait for CFAS to come once the
current cycle is completed; the latter is the amount of time an agent will wait for her
CFAS to be replied.
This way, CFAS are ensured to be answered as soon as possible, avoiding parts of
the system to delay others.
4.6 Towards an implementation
As mentioned in Section 4.3.5, we shall implement each one of the roles described as
a JADE behaviour; in the next chapter, a concrete view of these behaviours is given,
together with an analysis of events, flow control and data interchange among them.




In this chapter, each role (as seen in Chapter 4) is implemented as one or more JADE
behaviours or as a swing component (in the case of the GUI roles). Pseudocode for
each one of these is given; see the legend for implementation diagrams in Figure 5.1.
5.1 Technology
The system is entirely written in Java Standard Edition 1.4 using JADE 3.0b1. The
graphical interfaces (files: Queen.java, AddAgent.java, AgentEdit.java, FileDialog.java,
SaveDialog.java) were produced using BX for Java c©.
5.2 The OCLP Agent − behaviours implementation
When initialised, the OCLP agent spawns the basic behaviours and some additional
behaviours to interact with the Queen, if running in retained mode, as shown in
Figure 5.2.
5.2.1 The OCLP Agent role
In order to implement a JADE timeout for CFAS messages, this role ought to be
split into two behaviours: a CFASListenerBehaviour behaviour, which will listen
for incoming CFAS messages and a MainEngineBehaviour behaviour, which will
listen for incoming OCLP message messages (replies to the CFAS sent).
The MainEngineBehaviour behaviour shall initiate the conversation by sending a
CFAS (call for answer sets), it will then wait for replies, all this by extending the
AchieveREInitiator class. A CFAS is a message carrying a CFAS object specify-
ing what cycle’s AnswerSets we are requiring, using the protocol FIPA QUERY and
performative REQUEST WHENEVER.
On creation it shall send the CFAS.
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Figure 5.1: Legend for implementation diagrams
Figure 5.2: OCLP Agent: setup process.
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Upon receiving a response (overriding handleInform()), the MainEngineBehaviour
will add the first of the incoming Answer Sets to the merged input Answer Set.
Upon receiving all responses, or when the timeout is expired (overriding handleAll-
Responses()), the behaviour shall:
1. Filter the merged input, removing contradictory information; i.e. if both ‘a’ and
‘not a’ are present in the answer set, then remove both.
2. Create an updated OCLP program by extending the internal OCLP of the agent,
adding an extra component with the incoming information. The component
shall contain rules affirming all positive atoms in the filtered input and con-
straints negating atoms in its negative part. Furthermore relation rules will be
added to make the new component less preferred than each other component in
the program.
3. Produce a syntactically correct String corresponding to the updated OCLP program
object and feed it into an external process in which OCT is invoked.
4. Parse the output stream of the process to retrieve the answer sets.
5. Store this AnswerSets object.
6. Initiate a WakerBehaviour (a behaviour which performs an action after a certain
time) to allow for some time (specified in the agent field OCLP message TIMEOUT)
to pass before completing the current cycle. This gives a chance to slower agents
to send their CFAS, when all CFAS have been received and replied, this Waker-
Behaviour is destroyed and the cycle is considered complete anyway. Completing
the current cycle means that: in retained mode the agent will stop and wait for
the next Q STEP command from the queen whereas in runtime mode a new
MainEngineBehaviour is immediately spawned.
The internal processes of the MainEngineBehaviour behaviour are displayed in
Figure 5.3.
The CFASListenerBehaviour behaviour reacts to incoming CFAS messages, reply-
ing them immediately if possible, or storing them otherwise. Particularly, when all
CFAS have been replied, this behaviour will be responsible for starting the new cycle
(if running in runtime mode) or declaring the current cycle completed so that the
agent will obey incoming Q STEP commands, if in retained mode. This behaviour is
clearly depicted in Figure 5.4.
5.2.2 The Information Facilitator role
This role shall be implemented as an AchieveREResponder, named FacilitateIn-
foBehaviour, listening for incoming messages matching the protocol FIPA QUERY
and performative REQUEST. It will simply access the internal information of the
agent and retrieve it to the inquirer. Pseudocode in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.3: Pseudocode: MainEngineBehaviour.
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Figure 5.4: Pseudocode: OCLPAgent.CFASListenerBehaviour.
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Figure 5.5: Pseudocode: FacilitateInfoBehaviour.
5.2.3 The Updater role
This role shall be implemented as a SimpleAchieveREResponder, named Update-
Behaviour, listening for incoming messages matching the protocol FIPA REQUEST
and performative REQUEST. It will update the internal information of the agent,
according to the embedded Q UpdateMessage object. If this object is invalid, or if
an error occurs, the behaviour will reply with a FAILURE message. Pseudocode in
Figure 5.6.
5.2.4 The Retained Mode Handler role
This role shall be implemented as an AchieveREResponder, named RetainedBe-
haviour, listening for incoming messages matching the protocol FIPA PROPOSE
and performative PROPOSE. Inside incoming messages of this type, the behaviour
will expect one of two objects: Q STEP or Q RUN. If none is found, or if an error
occurs, the behaviour will reply with a FAILURE message. If a Q RUN command is
received, the agent will switch to runtime mode.
If a Q STEP command is received, behaviour will check that the previous cycle is
completed; if it is not it will reply with a FAILURE message, if it is a new cycle is
started: a new instance of MainEngineBehaviour is spawned. Pseudocode in Figure
5.7.
5.2.5 The Subscription Handler role
This role shall be implemented as an CyclicBehaviour, named SubscriptionHan-
dlerBehaviour, listening for incoming messages matching the protocol FIPA SUBSCRIBE
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Figure 5.6: Pseudocode: UpdateBehaviour.
Figure 5.7: Pseudocode: UpdateBehaviour.
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Figure 5.8: Pseudocode: UpdateBehaviour.
and performative SUBSCRIBE. Inside incoming messages of this type, the behaviour
will expect one of two objects: Q setupSubsribe or Q cancelSubscribe. If none is
found, or if an error occurs, the behaviour will reply with a FAILURE message. In-
tuitively according to the command received, the subscription flag will be switched
on and off. Pseudocode in Figure 5.8.
5.3 Queen Agent − behaviours implementation
When initialised, the Queen agent will simply start up the user interface. All other
activities are reactive to user input.
5.3.1 Interface implementation
No HCI guidelines were followed in the development of TOADs graphical interfaces;
every component has been built in two layers, a graphical layer (Queen.java, AgentE-
dit.java, AddAgent.java) and an operational layer (to be discussed in this chapter).
Users interested in enhancing the look and feel of the system must adapt the graphical
layer accordingly, preserving object names. Screen samples of the main GUI and the
agent watcher can be found in Chapter 6.
5.3.2 The Main GUI role
This role shall be implemented under the name of QueenInterface as extending a
JApplet swing component and implementing an ActionListener. Therefore, it will act
upon user request, as shown in Figure 5.9. This role shall also include a SendStep-
Behaviour behaviour which will be used to send Q RUN and Q STEP messages. All
messages are sent to those agents selected in the JTree component.
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Figure 5.9: Pseudocode: UpdateBehaviour.
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Figure 5.10: Pseudocode: UpdateBehaviour.
5.3.3 The Agent Watcher role
This role will be written as another swing component, AgentWatcherGUI, extend-
ing JDialog and implementing ActionListener, dependant on the Main GUI Applet.
It will be initiated by the main GUI with a reference to the agent to oversee. The
detailed functionality of this role is shown in Figure 5.10.
5.3.4 The Information Retriever
This role shall be implemented as a single JADE behaviour, extending SimpleAchiev-
eREInitiator, called RetrieveInformationBehaviour. Both the Main GUI and the
Agent Watcher may spawn this behaviour to retrieve information from an agent. If
created by an Agent Watcher, an extra reference must be given so that once the in-
formation is obtained, the behaviour can actively update the GUI components. See
pseudocode in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Pseudocode: RetrieveInformationBehaviour.
5.3.5 The Subscriber role
This is a SimpleBehaviour behaviour, called SubscriberListenerBehaviour, lis-
tening for messages matching the protocol FIPA SUBSCRIBE and performative IN-
FORM. It will be initiated at the same time the Agent Watcher and it will be given a
reference to the agent to subscribe. When initiated it shall send a Q setupSubscribe
message to the specified agent. This process is shown in Figure 5.12.
5.4 Testing
The testing of TOADs was carried out in a white-box fashion: dummy agents (not
included) were used to verify responsiveness from behaviours and dummy programs
(not included) were used to text the auxiliary services.
Early stages of the project involved attempting to implement a direct communica-
tion between agents (i.e. agents would send their outputs as soon as they are ready),
testing this method proved unfruitful as part of the system (which were artificially
altered to simulate delay) would not be able to handle incoming information. This is
way the CFAS protocol was designed.
Once implemented, the CFAS protocol displayed a similar behaviour to the first
version of the program: this time delays were retroactively imposed on consequent
agents and information was lost. At this point the protocol was reformulated to accept
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Figure 5.12: Pseudocode: UpdateBehaviour.
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CFAS for future cycles and storing them so as to respond whenever the answer for
that cycle became ready.
Nonetheless, the cascade effect of the delay was still present and agents which did
not receive answers in time would in turn not provide their answers in time. In order
to solve this inconvenient, two separate timers were implemented: one defining the
time to wait for CFAS to be answered and one defining the time to wait for incoming
CFAS once a cycle is completed, before starting the next cycle.
It is important to highlight that these timers do not solve the problem on their
own, and users should pay special attention to the timeout assignation so that the
time agent A waits for a reply to a CFAS has to be safely1 larger than the time her
valid inputs wait for replies to their CFAS messages.
During the final phase of the testing of TOADs, while studying its relation to
Game Theory, a major flaw was discovered in the CFAS protocol: system which did
not have any Input agents 2, such as the OCLPAS representations of strategic games,
would never start running as all agents would wait for an Input Agent to start the
CFAS cascade effect3. At this stage the decision was made to identify a new type of
agents, called starting agents which would run a cycle ahead as far as CFAS are
concerned. Starting agents have the property that they will reply to CFAS for cycle
N+1 while running cycle N.
For a demonstration of the use of TOADs, see Chapter 7.
5.5 Summary
This chapter concludes the development of TOADs. The following table summarizes
other difficulties encountered during development/testing and gives a reference to the
section describing its solution.
Requirement Solution Reference
OCLP message message JADE’s AchieveRE protocol the CFAS protocol
passing synchrony (Figure 5.3 and 5.4)
Need to supervise some A subscription protocol Agent Watcher GUI
agents closely (Section 4.3.4)
Cyclic OCLPAS will not Special starting agents Chapter 4, page 55
start
1Adjust according to hardware and computational cost of the agents.
2Input agents are gents without valid inputs, which always produce the same output and hence respond
to any CFAS immediately.
3CFAS for cycle N+1 are issued at cycle N, hence the whole system (running cycle 0) will be blocked
unless an input agent replies to a CFAS for cycle 1, and when it does, agents will recursively reply to their
CFAS.
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In the next chapter, we take a look at the final product and its usage in both
interactive and modular modes.
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Chapter 6
How to use TOADs
6.1 Installation and System Requirements
TOADs comes as a single file, toads.jar, which has to be included in the CLASS-
PATH of the operative system. TOADs is guaranteed to work in Unix/Linux. In
order for TOADs to run, OCT and JADE must be installed and the beangenerator
plugin must be in the CLASSPATH as well.
6.2 Initialising a TOAD agent
From now on, assume the file toads.jar is in the classpath and so are the OCT,
JADE and beangenerator files. From the shell commandline, type:
java jade.Boot -container worldpeace.toads.OCLPAgent
or
java jade.Boot -container "worldpeace.toads.OCLPAgent(options)"
options: one or more of the following, separated by commas:
queen:<Queen name> the name of the Queen to obey. If specified the agent will start
in retained mode. Otherwise it will start in runtime mode.
oct:<OCT path> specifies oct command path, default is “./oct”.
parameters:<parameters> additional oct parameters.
log:<file> activate the logging tool and write to the file specified in <file>.
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open:<oclp file> initialise with the program in <oclp file>.
semantics:[c|s] specifies the semantics to be used by the agent. c for credulous,
s for sceptic. Default is credulous.
input:<agent> adds <agent> to the list of valid inputs.
output:<agent> adds <agent> to the list of valid outputs.
starter:true declares this agent a starting agent.
This will create a new JADE container and initialise the TOAD agent, as described
in Chapter 5.
For example, the command line:
java jade.Boot -port 1234 -container "Toad:
worldpeace.toads.OCLPAgent(queen:Queen,oct:∼/oct/oct,open:ToadBrain.oclp,
semantics:s,input:Frog,input:Tadpole,output:Croak@WORLDPEACE:1234/JADE)"
will initialise a new container and an agent called Toad in the local JADE plat-
form using the port 1234. The agent will start in retained mode and listening for
commands coming from the queen agent Queen. Its internal program will initially
be loaded from the file ToadBrain.oclp and the agent will run using sceptic seman-
tics. It shall expect messages from local agents called Frog and Tadpole and it will
send its output to an agent called Croak, which is running on the remote platform
WORLDPEACE:1234/JADE. We assume that oct is in the ∼/oct folder.
6.3 Initialising a Queen Agent
From the command shell, type:
java jade.Boot -container Queen:worldpeace.toads.QueenAgent
This will start the Queen agent and the graphical interface. Once started the
main GUI should appear. Figure 6.1 shows the GUI and its commands. Notice that
double-right-clicking on the agent list will bring up an Agent Watcher window, as the
one shown in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2 displays the Queen agent GUI; following, a summary of the various
components:
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Figure 6.1: The Queen agent, graphical interface.
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1. The main panel, displays version and gives access to system-specific functions,
of self-explanatory functionality. Notice that “RUN!” and “STEP” will send a
Q STEP/Q RUN command to all agents.
2. Add an agent to the agent list. It may be an existing agent, alternatively a new
agent can be spawned in the Queen’s platform (not recommended).
3. Agent list: clicking an agent will retrieve information from it; double-right-
clicking on an agent will initiate the Agent Watcher.
4. The console, the queen standard output will be redirected here. (Not imple-
mented)
5. Display/Edit internal properties of the selected agent. In order for changes to
take effect, click on “Upload information to agent”.
Figure 6.3 displays the Agent Watcher GUI, whose components are:
1. Up-to-date internal OCLP of the agent (including, when appropriate, the up-
dated OCLP with respect to incoming information from other agents).
2. The list of valid outputs.
3. The last output calculated by this agent (and sent to others).
4. The list of other agents in the system. Choose an agent from this list and click
“Add output” to add it to the list of outputs.
6.4 Interactive use
Whenever the Queen agent is run and one or more TOAD agents are running in
retained mode listening to that Queen, the system is said to be running in interactive
mode, since the human user input will be required for the progress of the system,
or, at least, part of it. This use is recommended for users who wish to follow the
evolution of the system closely, for whatever purpose.
6.5 Modular use
TOADs, and in particular the OCLPAgent class, was developed to allow a program-
mer user to reuse this class and make a custom use of the TOAD engine. Next, we
present the OCLPAgent class public interface, its relevant public fields and the event
methods to be overridden by the programmer. We present also a summary including
several relevant services available from the OCLPAgentTools class, as static methods.
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Figure 6.2: The Agent Watcher window, graphical interface.
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6.5.1 Auxiliary services provided
TOADs includes a special class, OCLPAgentTools, intended to be reused by Java
programmers; while some of its services (in the shape of static methods) need a
reference to an OCLPAgent, most of them can be used in any context. Notice that
due to the nature of this services, the TOADs ontology has to be used. A complete
description of OCLPAgentTools services can be found in Appendix C; among them,
perhaps of particular interest for the reader are:
• public static OCLP program upDateOCLP(OCLP program oldProgram, AnswerSet
AtomSet, String identity)
// update the given OCLP program using the given set of atoms and name the
new component “toads”+identity
• public static OCLP program OCLP program fromString(String program)
// An OCT format compatible OCLP program parser
• public static boolean AnswerSets compare(AnswerSets ref list1, AnswerSets
ref list2)
// Compare the given AnswerSets to see if they are essentially the same
• public static AnswerSets solveOCLP(OCLP program program, boolean credulous,
String OCT PATH, String parameters)
// Invoke OCT to solve the given OCLP program, with given semantics (cred-
ulous true for credulous, sceptic otherwise), oct path and additional parameters
for OCT
6.5.2 The OCLPAgent public interface
The following fields may be accessed through the standard getXxxx/setXxxx methods
(for a full list see Appendix B.1):
AID TheQueen the AID of the Queen the agent will respond to.
boolean EvolutionaryFlag whether the last two inputs in a row are the same
and the last two outputs in a row are the same.
OCLP program OCLP the internal OCLP program.
boolean Credulous semantics specification, true for credulous, false for sceptic.
CommunicationChannels commChannels the communication channels.
6.5.3 OCLPAgent event methods
The programmer should override the following methods:
• public void TOADs AgentStarted()
This event will fire when the agent is started. It is intended for the user to keep
everything stopped until he/she so desires; the programmer should override this
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method to delay the agent’s first cycle. When the control is returned to the
agent, it will initialise its behaviours.
• public boolean TOADs achievedEvolutionaryFixPoint(int currentcycle,
AnswerSets lastOutput)
This event occurs when the evolutionary fixpoint has been achieved, giving the
current cycle of the agent and the final answer sets. The overridden version of
this method should return true if the programmer wishes the agent to carry on
with its normal life or false if the programmer wishes the agent to switch to
retained mode.
• public AnswerSets TOADs newOutputReady(int currentcycle, AnswerSets
lastOutput)
This event occurs whenever a new output is calculated, i.e. when a cycle is
completed, giving the current cycle and the new output calculated. It is expected
to return the lastOutput object with whatever alteration the user wishes to
perform.
• public OCLP CFAS TOADs CFASReceived(int currentcycle, OCLP CFAS cfas)
This event will fire whenever a CFAS message is received, the embedded OCLP CFAS
object is passed and the function is expected to return this same object with
whatever alteration the user wishes to perform on it.
• public OCLP message TOADs OCLPmessageReceived(int currentcycle, OCLP message
OCLPmessage)
As with the previous event, but for incoming OCLP messages.
• public void TOADs CFAStimeoutExpired(int currentcycle)
This event will fire if the agent has been waiting for incoming CFAS for long




TOADs and Game Theory
7.1 Introduction
[De Vos & Vermeir 2001] states it is possible to represent an extensive game with
perfect information as an OCLPAS where each agent corresponds to the reasoning of
a player and the system to the structure of the game.
In this chapter, TOADs is exhibited at work, exemplifying its interactive1 use (so
as to obtain the Nash equilibria and subgame perfect equilibria of a simple game)
and its interactive use, for demonstration purposes.
7.2 Extensive games with perfect information
An extensive game with perfect information [Osborne & Runinstein] is a sequence
of decisions taken by independent players which are given a complete list of relevant
events (decisions) that happened in the past. Players base their decisions on this
information, seeking to maximise the payoff value of the final history, in a rational
manner. Formally
Definition 7.1. An extensive game with perfect information is a 4-tuple
〈N,H, P, (≥i)i∈N〉, where:
• N is the set of players.
• H is the set of histories2.
• P : H → N is the function that tells which player’s turn it is after a certain
history.
1Files with this chapter’s examples are included in TOADs.
2A history is the concatenation of consecutive players’ actions, if it includes an action for every step in
the game, then it is called a terminal history.
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• (≥i)i∈N is the preference relation of each player with respect to the possible
terminal histories.
Definition 7.2. The set of decisions that a certain player i makes is called the strat-
egy for player i. A strategy profile for a game is a strategy for each player.
Definition 7.3. Given a game G, the utility function for a player i, Ti(s) : {s |
s is a strategy profile} → < is the function that gives the payoff for agent i for the
final state of the game if each agent follows its corresponding strategy in the strategy
profile s.
A nash equilibrium for a game is a strategy profile decided upon by each player
before the beginning of the game, such that no player can switch strategy and gain
a guaranteed improvement in the payoff of the final history (for all possible choices
made by the other players). I.e. it is a guaranteed maximum minimum payoff. For-
mally:
Definition 7.4. Suppose Ti = Ti(s) are the utility functions for a game G =
〈N,H, P, (≥i)i∈N〉, a strategy profile S is said to be a Nash equilibrium of the
game iff:
∀i ∈ N, ∀Si alternatives strategies for player i, Ti(S) ≥ Ti(S∗)
where S∗ is the strategy profile obtained by replacing i’s strategy in S by an alterna-
tive strategy Si.
Even though, as a general rule Nash equilibria have a natural correspondence to
the best strategy to adopt, it is sometimes the case that it shows undesirable proper-
ties, since it does not take into account the sequential structure of the game; consider
the following example.
EXAMPLE 7.1. Duel. Sir Challenger was singing in praise to his beloved, lady
Nimue. Sir Offender denied Nimue’s absolute beauty and Challenger considers de-
manding satisfaction. If he does, Sir Offender will have to either accept or reject the
demand. For Sir Challenger, honour is more important than life, while Sir Offender
is indifferent, death and dishonour are the same thing. It is up to Sir Challenger to
choose weapon: each gentleman feels confident that he will win if they use swords
and both think they will perish if pistols are used. Finally, Sir Challenger is very
brave but he would prefer for Offender to reject the duel than to die himself! . This
situation can be viewed as a strategic game (see Figure 7.1) with Nash equilibria:
{{challenge, pistols}, {reject}} and {{challenge, swords}, {accept}}.
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Figure 7.1: Strategic game: Duel.
Evidently, this yields a non desirable result ({{challenge, pistols}, {reject}}) as
Sir Challenger would never be tempted to choose pistols. Therefore we seek a dif-
ferent approach by which the sequential structure of the game is decomposed, i.e.:
players must be able to revise their strategies at every step in the game. This new
perspective is captured by the notion of a subgame and a subgame perfect equilibrium.
Definition 7.5. Given a game G = 〈N,H, P, (≥i)i∈N〉 and a non-terminal history h,
a subgame with respect to h is the game
G|h = 〈N,H|h, P, (≥i)i∈N〉
where H|h = {k ∈ H | h ⊆ k}.
Given this definition, we will now seek strategy profiles which satisfy that they are
a Nash equilibrium for every subgame of a given game (an optimal strategy in every
possible situation). Such strategy profiles will be called subgame perfect equilib-
ria. Subgames for example 7.1 are shown in Figure 7.2, this example has a unique
subgame perfect equilibrium: {{challenge, swords}, {accept}}.
7.3 Extensive games as OCLPAS
While it is worth mentioning that [De Vos & Vermeir 2001] describe a way of repre-
senting a strategic game as a single OCLP we are interested in the final result of [De
Vos & Vermeir 2001], according to which each player is an autonomous agent in a
multi-agent system. There are two possible transformations: one to obtain the Nash
equilibria and one to obtain the subgame perfect equilibria. The first transformation,
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Figure 7.2: Subgames for the game: Duel.
denoted Pn needs to create an OCLPAS where:
• each agent represents a player.
• agent A’s unique valid output is the agent whose turn is right after A’s turn.
• for every possible payoff for a player A, there will be a component in its corre-
sponding agent’s internal OCLP with the following properties:
– for every terminal history that has this payoff, the component will have a
set of rules corresponding to that history. Each one of these sets will have
a rule per decision made by the player, the rule’s head corresponds to the
agent’s decision where past and future decisions by other players for this
history are included in the body of the rule.
– the component shall be more preferred than components corresponding to
lesser payoff.
The second transformation, denoted Ps is very similar to the previous one, except
that, since agents will only focus in the subgames they need only consider the future
in the bodies of the rules. The OCLPAS for example 7.1 corresponding to both
transformations is shown in Figure 7.3.
The fact that each agent is submitting one of her answer sets to the next player
in the round can be interpreted as them thinking “What would the next player do if
I do this? And what would the next one do in turn?”.
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Figure 7.3: OCLPAS transformations for the game: Duel.
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7.4 Demonstration
Using example 7.1 as motivation, the use of TOADs is demonstrated. Suppose that
files challenger.oclp and offender.oclp (corresponding to the Pn transformation) are
in the current folder (see Figure 7.4). Then in separate shells we run two agents,
one for each program, making each of them both the valid input and valid output
of the other. We specify that Challenger will be the starting agent and make use
the queen to run the system in retained mode and observe it evolution. We proceed
similarly for files SUBchallenger.oclp and SUBoffender.oclp (corresponding to the Ps
transformation).
The output produced is shown in Appendix A.
7.5 Observation
We observe that contrary to our prediction, Nash equilibria are not calculated as
fix-points although they are obtained after a single cycle. This doesn’t contradict [De
Vos 2001] theorems; indeed the stable models for this system are the nash equilibria,
however since every agent is considering only one of the incoming answer sets, the
system can loop and retrieve only one of the answers. The fix-point of the systems is
a general agreement among all agents, but not all possible agreements.
After reiterated testing, we also observe that in spite of the non-determinism in
the selection of answer sets, the evolutionary fix-point (after 5 cycles) of the OCLPAS





In this dissertation, the use of OCLP in agents was demonstrated and a tool called
TOADs was developed in order to have a framework for the creation of reusable
multi-agent systems with OCLP minded agents. TOADs succeeds in exhibiting the
behaviour of this kind of agents and creates a needed bridge between Ordered Choice
Logic Programming and Agent Oriented Programming (AOP); this bridge consists
of: an ontology for OCLP and OCLPAS in JADE, a collection of JADE behaviour
classes for each of the roles defined in TOADs and a set of static methods included
in the OCLPAgentTools class.
Towards the end of this project the use of TOADs was illustrated and general
guidance was given for both programmers and logicians to experiment, highlighting
the most relevant features and services.
Finally a demonstration of the system was given exemplifying its application to
Game Theory, materialising the work of [De Vos 2001].
As a conclusion, the developer wishes to commentate on the state of the appli-
cation, give a critical review of its implementation including known flaws as well as
suggesting possible enhancements to be made.
8.1 Not yet implemented features
Due to time constraints, no logger tool was implemented. A standard output is
produced however and the user may choose to redirect this to a file.
Furthermore, [De Vos 2001] highlights the need to treat carefully OCLPAS with
internal cycles, TOADs does not contemplate this situation and an implementation
of sub-framework isolation is left as a future enhancement.
8.2 Critique
The final product satisfies most of the specification and it has been tested to work
according to what is expected (with the exception of cyclic subsystems); however
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many implementation solutions are far from optimal.
The program fails to implement an absolutely independent set of behaviours. Sev-
eral among them interact actively on each other, accessing their ample public inter-
faces, which should be restricted for security.
Graphical interfaces are lacking in style and usability since they were not intended
to abide by any HCI standard whatsoever; nonetheless these were built in a 2-layer
fashion so that in the future a better graphical layer could be used.
Finally, all GUIs were implemented directly by invoking swing components from
a new thread, different from the agent thread. According to JADE documentation,
this is not advisable and it is recommended that agents should extend the GuiAgent
class provided by JADE which gives means of a proper interaction between threads
so that methods in a thread are not actively invoked from another thread.
8.2.1 Known errors and issues
Even though efforts have been made to ensure robustness by implementing the CFAS
protocol, there will still be cases in which the system could show an unwanted be-
haviour. Specifically, suppose agent A issues a CFAS to agent B; agent B is not
responding -for unknown reasons- and agent A’s deadline expires. Agent A will up-
date with other agents’ incoming data, however agent A herself will not respond to
her CFAS for all the time she was waiting for agent B’s response. Evidently this may
cause a cascade effect inhibiting an entire sub-framework of the system. Therefore it
is highly recommended that deadlines for each agent are adjusted carefully, consider-
ing its life cycle duration and its inputs deadlines. As a general rule we recommend
that if agent A is a valid input for agent B, then the deadline for replies to CFAS
issued by agent B should be at least X seconds longer than the one for A, where
X is the estimated time for an ACLMessage to reach B from A (dependent on the
network).
8.3 Further research and enhancements suggestions
Error and timeout handling were not implemented and remain as future features. An
future version could include syntax expansions to include these and function calls.
Furthermore it would be interesting to analyse if it is efficient to compute not
one, but all of the incoming answer sets in a combinatorial fashion, splitting an
agent into several threads. We conjecture that such a procedure would improve the
computational time needed to find an evolutionary fix-point for a given OCLPAS.
Due to the nature of this framework, it would be interesting to see how well it
adapts to the needs of artificial life programming, as the domain requires preference
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This is a list of the service functions privided in the OCLPAgent class.
• public static String AnswerSet toString(AnswerSet as)
// Returns a formatted String for the given AnswerSet object.
• public static String AnswerSets toString(AnswerSets as)
// Returns a formatted String for the given AnswerSets object.
• public static OCLP program copyOCLP program(OCLP program original)
// Creates a deep-copy of the given OCLP program object.
• public static OCLP component copyOCLP component(OCLP component original)
// Creates a deep-copy of the given OCLP component object.
• public static OCLP rule copyOCLP rule(OCLP rule original)
// Creates a deep-copy of the given OCLP rule object.
• public static OCLP program upDateOCLP(OCLP program oldProgram, AnswerSet
AtomSet, String identity)
// Updates the given OCLP program to include a new component under the
name of “toads”+identity. The new component will be less preferred than all
the others and include an assertive rule for each positive atom in AtomSet and
a constraint rule for every negative atom in AtomSet.
• public static String OCLP program toString(OCLP program brain)
// Returns an OCT-compatible formatted String for the given OCLP program
object.
• public static boolean AnswerSets compare(AnswerSets ref list1, AnswerSets
ref list2)
// Compares the given answer sets to see if they are essentially equal.
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• public static boolean AnswerSet compare(AnswerSet ref set1, AnswerSet
ref set2)
// Compares the two answer set objects to see if they are essentially equal. E.g.
discarding repeated atoms.
• public static OCLP program upDateOCLP(OCLP program oldProgram, AnswerSet
AtomSet, String identity)
// update the given OCLP program using the given set of atoms and name the
new component “toas”+identity
• public static OCLP program OCLP program fromString(String program)
// An OCT format compatible OCLP program parser
• public static boolean AnswerSets compare(AnswerSets ref list1, AnswerSets
ref list2)
// Compare the given AnswerSets to see if they are essentially the same
• public static AnswerSets solveOCLP(OCLP program program, boolean credulous,
String OCT PATH, String parameters)
// Invoke OCT to solve the given OCLP program, with given semantics (cred-
ulous true for credulous, sceptic otherwise), oct path and additional parameters
for OCT
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